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The EBSA Referees Subcommittee membership is reviewed every three years to ensure that a broad range of members are represented. At present the Referees Subcommittee membership includes: Nico DeVos (Examiner, Belgium). Any candidate who attends an official seminar and is successful at examination with an EBSA Examiner is permitted to become a Class 3 Referee, under the EBSA Referees Scheme. Referee Membership runs for a period of two-years and is renewable via Referee’s own national governing body. Referee assignments are posted at approximately 9:00am ET each game day. Proficient in Referee and Umpire positions. Leader of the crew, on and off the floor. High-level play calling, partnering skills, and tools for handling any game situation, including interpersonal communication. Understands the importance of extending into their secondary area of coverage, with accuracy. Referee Position. Proficient in all Umpire position requirements.